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Semantic associations and confluences  
in paradigmatic networks

Bruno Gaume, Karine Duvignau & Martine Vanhove
ERSS (CNRS)/Lab. Jacques Lordat (Université Toulouse-Le Mirail, CNRS)/
Llacan (Inalco, CNRS), Fédération TUL

In this article, we hypothesize that some of the structural properties of 
paradigmatic graphs of the hierarchical small world type are to be found in 
all natural languages. Within this hypothesis of the universal structure of 
paradigmatic graphs, we explore a method for the automatic analysis of semantic 
groupings in order to distinguish, on typological and cognitive levels, which 
groupings are universal, and which are more limited geographically, genetically  
or culturally.

Keywords: corpus linguistics; graph theory; paradigmatic networks; proxemy; 
synonym; universal

1.   Introduction

Lexical semantics stems from a very long tradition, which underwent important 
developments with advances in cognitive studies, notably in the domain of metaphors 
(for example Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Lakoff 1987; Duvignau 2002, 2003), in work on 
semantic primes (Goddard & Wierzbicka eds. 1994; Wierzbicka 1992), in historical 
linguistics (Wilkins 1996), as well as in studies on polysemy (Victorri & Fuchs 1996). 
However, linguistic typology has taken an interest in lexical semantics only recently 
(Viberg 1984; Koch 2001) because of longstanding suspicion of the object, the lexicon, 
which appeared both too vast to be grasped in its entirety, and too idiosyncratic in its 
organization, especially as regards polysemy. The distribution of semantic associations 
across languages or language families is nonetheless a particularly relevant linguistic 
phenomenon for inter-language comparative studies, even more so because polysemy 
is a universal phenomenon: all of the world’s languages have terms, roots or stems, 
with or without expansions (derivational or qualifier morphemes, etc.) which may, 
each, express several different semantic notions. For example mouth and door on 
one hand, and child and fruit on the other, are expressed by the same word in many 
African languages. Our aim is to make an inventory of these semantic groupings, to 
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analyze their structures, to categorize them and to measure their linguistic distribu-
tion: which languages group together mouth and door? Which ones group together 
child and fruit? What are the universal groupings shared by all languages, and which 
are more specific, and to which language families? In fact, recent advances in graph 
theory and corpus linguistics (Watts & Strogatz 1998; Gaume 2004; Gaume et al. 2004) 
make it possible to envision exploiting lexical data bases obtained by field linguists in 
order to study a given corpus in a unified manner, to measure the semantic proximity 
between lexical terms and to compare the semantic networks in languages. It is within 
this framework that the present article proposes a method for the automatic analysis 
of semantic groupings crosslinguistically.

In section 2.1, we will summarize the structural properties shared by most field 
graphs, so that in section 2.2 we may focus on lexical graphs, which will bring us in 
section 2.3 to voice a universality hypothesis concerning the structure of paradig-
matic graphs. In section 3, using a stochastic flow approach in paradigmatic graphs, 
we will define the notion of confluence, and will then, in section 4, show how the 
notion of confluence in paradigmatic networks makes it possible to quantitatively 
measure the strength of semantic groupings between lexical units for a given lan-
guage, which will lead us, in section 5, to imagine a robust automatic method for the 
analysis of semantic groupings across languages in order to determine which group-
ings are universal and which are more limited geographically, genetically or cultur-
ally. We will conclude in section 6 with the analysis of the advantages of and limits to 
the proposed approach.

.   The structure of French dictionary graphs

Graphs are widely used as a medium for presenting knowledge in (almost) all sciences. 
Created in the 18th century by Léonard Euler, graph theory was boosted by the arrival 
of computers, and is now picking up speed. In effect, machine calculation capacity 
makes it possible today to manage the large field data graphs1 provided by human and 
social sciences (acquaintance networks, economic networks, geographical networks, 
semantic networks, etc.) as well as by engineering sciences (internet networks, elec-
trical networks …) and by life sciences (neural networks, epidemiological networks, 

1.  Field graphs are those found in practice, they are construed from field data. They are found 
in all field sciences. For example graphs of scientific collaborations (the vertices correspond to 
authors of scientific papers, and two authors A and B are linked if they have at least one publica-
tion in common).
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protein networks …). These graphs can contain up to several billion vertices and  
hundreds of billions of edges (Watts 1999; Newman 2003a; Newman 2003b). In  
section 2.1 we will study the structure of field graphs in their entirety, and in section 2.2 we 
will focus on lexical graphs (language dictionaries, synonym dictionaries, thesauruses, 
semantic networks, large corpuses …) which will bring us in section 2.3 to formulate a 
universalistic hypothesis on the structure of paradigmatic graphs.

.1   Properties of field graphs

Most of the large field graphs which are of interest to us here do not resemble ran-
dom graphs, despite the fact that they are irregular.2 Large field graphs possess both 
a rich local structure and a very “tight” global connectedness. This means that these 
graphs have a very particular topology, in which the relations between the local and 
global structures are completely different from what one finds with the graphs usually 
studied in graph theory (either random or regular). This explains the considerable 
interest that these recent findings have awakened in the scientific communities con-
cerned. Indeed, one may imagine that these characteristics reflect the specific proper-
ties of the systems that these large field graphs represent, and that therefore the study 
of their structures may allow a fuller understanding of the phenomena from which 
they stem, as well as making it possible to better use the data thus represented: pro-
cessing, modeling, structuring, indexing, information access, classifying, meaning  
extraction, visualizing … 

Formally, a graph3 G = (V, E) is obtained from a set V of vertices and a set E of 
pairs of vertices forming edges. The vertices can represent objects and the edges rela-
tions of different natures between these objects. One usually illustrates these graphs 
by representing the vertices by points and by joining two points by a line if the two 
corresponding vertices form an edge: the only relevant information in such a case 
is not geometrical (the shape of the vertices or the placement of the points could be 
entirely different, all the while representing the same graph), but only of a relational 
type: whether the pairs of vertices constitute an edge or not (fig. 1 below).

The fact that the edge joining two vertices v1 and v2 is present in G will be written 
{v1,v2}∈E (one then says that v1 and v2 are two vertices which are neighbours in G), the 
notation v∈V indicating simply that v is a vertex in G. For any natural integer m ≠ 0, a 

.  Regular graphs are what are usually studied in graph theory: all their vertices have the same 
degree of incidence (the same number of neighbours).

.  For reasons of concision, we will only consider non-oriented simple graphs here, which 
means that between two vertices, either there is no link, or that there is only one, which is non 
oriented (a link between two vertices is then called an edge).
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path of length m in G is an (m + 1)-tuple c = 〈v0, …, vm〉 such that ∀i, 0≤i<m : {vi, vi+1}∈E,  
v0 being the starting point, and vm the end point. A graph G = (V, E) is said to be con-
nected if ∀x, y∈V, there exists a path 〈x, …, y〉 of finite length in G. The graph in Figure 1  
is therefore not connected, and its greatest connected part is in the sub-graph formed 
by the vertices {1, 2, 5, 7} with the edges {{1, 2}, {1, 5}, {2, 5}, {5, 7}}.

The first explorations concerning large graphs, which were less regular than the 
laboratory graphs, were carried out by Erdös & Renyi (1960) who introduced and stud-
ied the notion of random graphs (a random graph is built starting from a set of isolated 
vertices, to which one randomly adds a given number of edges between the vertices) 
as a model for so called field graphs: large graphs (several thousand vertices and edges) 
from biochemistry, biology, technology, epidemiology, sociology, linguistics … 

Since then, recent research in graph theory has brought to light a set of statisti-
cal characteristics shared by most field graphs; these characteristics define the class of 
graphs belonging to the hierarchical small world type. This is the case for the network of 
protein interactions for certain types of yeast (Jeong et al. 2001), of the neural network 
of the worm Caenorhabditis elegans (Watts & Strogatz 1998), of the graph of the World 
Wide Web (Barabasi et al. 2000), of that of a day’s telephone calls in the US (Abello et al.  
1999), of epidemiological graphs (Ancel et al. 2001), of scientific co-author graphs 
(Redner 1998), or of cinema collaborations (Watts & Strogatz 1998), or lexical net-
works taken from WordNet (Sigman & Cecchi 2002) or even of co-occurrences in a 
corpus of texts (Ferrer & Solé 2001) … 

These graphs, like most field graphs, are sparse, which is to say that they have 
relatively few edges as compared to their number of vertices. In a graph with n vertices, 
the maximum number of edges is n(n-1)/2, i.e., approximately n2/2. Generally speak-
ing, the number of edges in large field graphs is in the vicinity of n and not in that 
of n2. For example, the graph of cinema collaborations4 has 13 million edges, which 

.  The 225,000 syndicated American actors are the vertices, and there is an edge between vertex 
A and B if and only if the actors represented by the vertices A and B acted in the same movie.

7
6

5 4

31 2
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Figure 1. G = (V, E) where V={1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} and E = {{1, 2}, {1, 5}, {2, 5}, {3, 4}, {5, 7}}.
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may seem considerable, but which is quite small compared to the square of its vertices  
(2250002≈5×1010). Watts & Strogatz (1998) propose two indicators to characterize a 
large graph G which is connected and sparse: its L and its C.

– L= the average of the shortest paths between two vertices in G.
–  C= the rate of clustering, which is defined in the following way: given that a vertex 

v has K v neighbours, whereas there is a maximum of K v (K v–1)/2 vertices that can 
exist between its K v neighbours (which is what one obtains when each of the neigh-
bours of v is connected to all the other neighbours of v). Let E v be the number of 
edges between the neighbours of v (this number is thus necessarily lesser than or 
equal to K v(K v–1)/2). Let us posit that Cv= Ev /(K v(K v–1)/2) which is therefore, for 
any vertex v, less than or equal to one.

The C of G is the average of the Cv on the vertices of G. The C of a graph is therefore 
always between 0 and 1. The more the C of a graph is close to 1, the more clusters it 
forms (zones dense in edges – my friends are friends amongst themselves). Applying 
these criteria to different types of graphs, Watts & Strogatz (1998) observe that: 

1. Field graphs tend to have a low L (in general there is at least one short path between 
any two vertices).

2. Field graphs tend to have a high C, which reflects the tendency of two neighbours 
of a same vertex to be connected by an edge. For example in the World Wide 
Web,5 two pages that are linked to the same page have a relatively high probability 
of including links from one to the other.

3.  Random graphs have a low L. When one randomly builds a graph having an edge 
density comparable to that of large field graphs, one obtains graphs where the  
L is low.

4. Random graphs have a low C: they are not made up of clusters. In a random graph, 
there is no reason why the neighbours of a same vertex would be more likely to be 
connected than any other two vertices, whence their low tendency to form clusters.

Watts & Strogatz (1998) propose to call small world networks,6 graphs which have 
these double characteristics (high C and low L) which they find in all the field graphs 
they have observed.

.  The vertices are the 10 billion pages available on the internet, and an edge is drawn between 
A and B if a hyperlink to B appears on page A or a hyperlink to A appears on page B.

.  This term echoes that of small world phenomena by Guare (1990); Kochen (1989); Milgram 
(1967) who studied social graphs in which two people A and B are in relation in the graph if A 
carries on such or such a type of relation with B (A knows B, A is regularly in touch with B, A 
worked in the same company as B …). These graphs were popularized by the slogan “six degrees of 
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More recent studies (Ravasz & Barabási 2003) show moreover that most small 
world graphs have a hierarchical structure. The distribution of the vertices’ degree 
of incidence7 follows a power law. The probability P(k) that a vertex will have k 
neighbours decreases according to a power law P(k) = k–λ (Barabási et al. 2000; 
Kleinberg et al. 1999; Adamic 1999; Huberman & Adamic 1999) where λ is a con-
stant characteristic of the graph, whereas in the case of random graphs, it is Pois-
son’s law which applies.

Table 1 below summarizes the four fundamental properties of field graphs.

Table 1. The four fundamental properties of field graphs 

Graphs
Global edge 
density 

L: Average  
measurement of 
the shortest paths  
Global structure 

C: Measurement 
of the tendency to 
have edge dense 
sub-zones  
Local structures

P(k): Distribution 
of degrees  
Incidence curve

Random 
graphs

density here 
is an input 
parameter of 
the construction 
process

short paths
low L

no clusters
low C

Poisson’s Law
the degree of the 
great majority of 
vertices is close to 
the degree average

Field 
graphs 

P1
sparse
few edges

P2
short paths
low L 

P3
clusters
high C

P4
Power law
without a scale: 
there is no 
significant average

In Table 1, the properties P1, P2, P3, P4 are extremely favourable for the low space-time 
complexity of the processing algorithms. Furthermore, the property P3 expresses the 
communitarian character of field graphs whereas the property P4 reflects their hierar-
chical organization. The properties P3 and P4 reveal the fundamental properties that 
these structures stem from, thus allowing greater understanding and usefulness of the 
data represented by the networks.

.   Lexical graphs

Following the works of Watts & Strogatz (1998), many articles appeared where the 
structures of the different field graphs are analyzed in an extremely wide array of 

separation” (Guare 1990): for some of these graphs on a planetary scale, the average length of a path 
between two humans is around 6, which is very low compared to the billions of humans/vertices.

.  The degree of incidence d(r) of a vertex r∈V is the number of neighbours of the vertex r.
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domains (social sciences, life sciences, engineering sciences), but graph studies of lin-
guistic origin remain very rare. We believe however that graphs from linguistics could 
help to better understand the structural properties of lexicons as well as comparative 
studies across languages.

There are several types of lexical networks, depending on the nature of the seman-
tic relations which define the edges of the graph (the vertices represent the lexical units 
of a language – from some tens of thousands to some hundreds of thousands of ele-
ments, depending on the language and coverage of the corpus used). The three main 
types of relations are as follows: 

–  Syntagmatic relations, or rather of cooccurrence; one creates an edge between two 
words if one finds them near each other in a large corpus (typically at a maximum 
distance of two or three words (see Ide & Véronis 1998; Karov & Edeman 1998; 
Lebart & Salem 1994).

–  Paradigmatic relations, notably synonymy; using a lexical database, such as the 
famous WordNet (Fellbaum 1999), one builds a graph in which two vertices are 
linked by an edge if the corresponding words show a synonymy relation (Ploux & 
Victorri 1998).

–  Semantic proximity relations; these are less specific relations which may be taken 
into account both by the paradigmatic axis and by the syntagmatic axis. We created 
a graph of the French lexicon, defining the vertices in the following manner: an edge 
was created between the words A and B when one was found in the definition of the 
other in a general dictionary.

As general dictionary entries show the word’s grammatical category (Verb, Noun, 
Adjective …) and also often definitions, examples, synonyms, and even antonyms, 
the vertices were therefore labelled according to their lexical category and the edges 
were labelled according to the type of relations they represented: it is therefore pos-
sible, according to one’s needs, to limit the graph to certain lexical categories and/or 
combinatory relations: syntagmatic, paradigmatic and even logical-semantic relations 
(Gaume 2004).

All these graphs clearly belong to the hierarchical small world network type (P1: 
Few vertices (sparse graph), and P2: the average distance between two vertices is very 
small in the whole graph (low L), and P3: community structuring (high C), and P4: a 
hierarchical structure (the distribution of degrees of incidence ≈ power law). We will 
limit ourselves here to the study of paradigmatic graphs.

Generally speaking, if the dictionary definitions bear meaning, it is minimally 
through the network that they weave between the words constituting the entries. The 
idea of using this network (considered simply as a structured text source) was applied 
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by Ide et al. (1998) through a neural network for removing ambiguities.8 Our aim is 
to use this sort of hierarchical small world network by putting to work the hypothesis 
according to which zones which are dense in vertices (P3 → the communities) identify 
zones where meanings are close in their semantic capitals (P4 → the strongly con-
nected vertices). We will illustrate our approach using two types of dictionaries: a stan-
dard dictionary, the Grand Robert9 and DicoSyn,10 a dictionary of synonyms compiled 
from seven standard dictionaries (Bailly, Benac, Du Chazaud, Guizot, Lafaye, Larousse 
and Robert) from which the synonymic relations were extracted.

The dictionaries are represented by graphs whose vertices and edges can be 
defined in multiple ways. One of which consists in taking the dictionary entries as the 
graph’s vertices, and in admitting the existence of an arc from a vertex A to a vertex B 
if and only if the entry B appears in the stemmed definition11 of entry A. This is the 
starting position which we adopted. Indeed, this simple procedure makes it possible 
to extract from a standard dictionary12 what we will henceforth call the graph of the 
dictionary in question.

Illustration around the vertex corcer [to bark]: 

 [ekóRse] v. tr.; Dépouiller de son écorce (un arbre). Décortiquer, peler
(le grain, le fruit)
  tr. v. To strip of its bark (a tree). Decorticate, peel (grains, fruit).

Figure 2. Definition of corcer (to bark) after stemming – robert –.

.  Recognizing a word’s meaning from among several given in a dictionary for example, or 
distinguishing a word from among its various homographs.

.  We had to undertake the considerable task of typing in, stemming and XML formatting in 
order to encode the graph extracted from the Grand Robert.

1.  This initial fusion task, carried out at the Institut National de la Langue Française (now 
ATILF: http://atilf.inalf.fr) produced a series of files, the data from which was assembled and 
homogenized through largely correcting the final file at the CRISCO laboratory.

11.  To label and stem the dictionary definitions we used Treetagger: http://www.ims.unistut-
tgart.de/projekte/corplex/TreeTagger/DecisionTreeTagger.html.

1.  By constructing graphs from dictionary definitions, quantitative and structural studies 
seem apt for highlighting paradigmatic type relations (dictionary definitions being founded on 
meaning): if word A and word B belong to a same community (or to a same zone dense in 
edges), then replacing A by B in a sentence will only slightly change the meaning of the sentence 
“the lumberjack strips the tree” → “the lumberjack undresses the tree”, even if the class of the 
predicative arguments is not always respected, thus creating semantic tensions.

 Semantic associations and confluences in paradigmatic networks  1

écorcer: to bark; fruit: fruit; grain: grains; le: the; peler: peel; décortiquer: decorticate;
arbre: tree; un: a; écorce: bark; son: its; de: of; dépouiller: strip

By repeating this construction for each of the dictionary entries, one obtains 
the graph of the dictionary in question. If one extracts from the graph the sub-graph 
formed by the vertices which are verbs, this is what we obtain “around”13 the vertex 
denoted by the verb corcer (to bark): 

Dépouiller

ÉcorcerSéparer

Décortiquer

Peler

Dépiauter

Écorcher

Éplucher

Nettoyer

Figure 4. Extract from the verb graph, around ecorcer (to bark) – robert –.

écorcer:  “to bark”; séparer: “to separate”; décortiquer: “to decorticate”; dépiauter: 
“to skin”; écorcher: “to scrape”; dépouiller: “to strip”; éplucher: “to peel, 
pare”; nettoyer: “to clean”; peler: “to peel”.

The definitions of dcortiquer (to decorticate), dpouiller (to strip), peler (to peel), 
sparer (to separate) … refer to other verbs absent from our schema for reasons of leg-
ibility (if one continues, one rapidly attains all the verbs in the dictionary). We therefore 
plotted on Figure 4 the vertices at distance 1 of corcer (to bark) and part of its vertices 

1.  Which here is a “topological around”, i.e., the vertices linked to écorcer (to bark) by “short” 
paths, topologically speaking = “having few edges”.























Figure 3. Extract from the verb graph, around ecorcer (to bark) – robert –.
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at distance 2 and 3. Once this oriented graph is obtained, our algorithms are applied to 
what we have called an anonymous graph,14 which is the non oriented version.

The graphs thus obtained are typical hierarchical small world graph networks. 
The hierarchical aspect with the presence of strongly connected vertices is a conse-
quence of the hyperonymy role associated to the polysemy of certain vertices, whereas 
the high C (existence of zones dense in edges) reflects the role of the cohyponymy  
(Duvignau 2002; Duvignau et al. 2005). For example in a standard dictionary (the 
grand robert in our example), the verb casser (to break) is found in numerous defi-
nitions (mietter (to crumble), fragmenter (to fragment), dtriorer (to deterio-
rate), rvoquer (to revoke), abroger (to abrogate) …) whence the high Incidence 
of the vertex casser (to break). Furthermore, one notes that there are numerous tri-
angles, for example {casser, mietter, fragmenter} (break, crumble, fragment), 
{casser, rvoquer, abroger} (break, revoke, abrogate) … which favor edge 
dense zones, or more precisely a high rate of C clustering. It is these edge dense zones 
which bring together the cohyponyms.15

This is also valid for synonym dictionaries, for example, DicoSynVerbe16 has  
9,043 vertices, it has 50,948 edges. On its greatest connected part (8,835 vertices), 
its L equals 4.17 and its C equals 0.39, which is typically a small world graph. The 
curve representing the incidence degree distribution of its vertices (Fig. 6) is charac-
teristic of hierarchical small world networks (Ravasz & Barabási 2003) (in log-log it 

1.  We use the term anonymous graph to insist on the fact that our algorithms apply only to this 
structure. For example, would it be possible, among several anonymous graphs, to distinguish 
their origins (standard dictionary, dictionary of synonyms, Internet, Protein network … )?

1.  Cohyponyms: several words sharing a same meaning kernel with a common hyperonym: 
dshabiller (undress) and plucher (peel) are two interdomain cohyponyms of the hyper-
onym dpouiller (strip) whereas plucher (peel), peler (peel, pare) are intra-domain cohy-
ponyms (the domain of vegetables).

1.  DicoSynVerbe is the graph of verbs extracted from DicoSyn: there is an edge {A,B} if and 
only if the verbs represented by the vertices A and B are given as synonyms in DicoSyn.

Figure 5. Extract from the anonymous graph, around the vertices associated to ecorcer  
(to bark) – robert –.
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approximately forms a segment whose directing coefficient is equal to –2.01 with a 
determination coefficient of 0.96).

In Figure 6, the x axis represents degrees of incidence, while the y axis repre-
sents the incidence probability (the probability Y that by tracing a random vertex in an 
equiprobable manner, the vertex will have the incidence X). One also notes (Fig. 6a) 
that in DicoSynVerbe (as with all hierarchical small worlds), there are numerous ver-
tices with low incidence, slightly fewer with rather higher incidence, fewer again with 
slightly higher incidence … with some high incidence vertices (the two words with the 
highest incidence in DicoSynVerbe are prendre [take] with d(prendre)=211 and 
faire [do] with d(faire)=210).

.   Hypothesis: The paradigmatic graphs of all natural languages  
are hierarchical small worlds

We formulate here a universality hypothesis on the structure of paradigmatic graphs: 
Hypothesis (H1): the paradigmatic graphs of all natural languages are hierarchical 
small worlds

We are led to formulate this hypothesis (H1) for the following two reasons: 

1. As we saw in section 2.1, most field graphs resemble each other by their hierarchi-
cal small world structures.17

1.  The omnipresence of these structures in large field graphs of all origins (life sciences, 
human and social sciences, technology …) is all the more remarkable for the fact that the hier-
archical small world structure is very rare as compared to the set of possible graphs (here rare is 
taken with its meaning in measurement theory: if all graphs are equiprobable, then by randomly 
choosing a graph among all possible graphs, the probability of obtaining a hierarchical small 
world is very close to zero).
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Figure 6. a. Incidence curve of the DicoSynVerbe vertices: 9,043 vertices; 7. b. log-log.
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2. As we saw above in section 2.2, the language paradigmatic graphs that we built 
from standard dictionaries (the digitized Trésor de la Langue Française, Le Grand 
Robert), or from synonym dictionaries (Bailly, Benac, Du Chazaud, Guizot, Lafaye, 
Larousse, Robert, WordNet) or even from large corpuses (10 years of Le Monde 
daily newspaper) are typical hierarchical small worlds.
Moreover, studies on lexical acquisition by young children as well as on certain 

language pathologies (Duvignau et al 2004a–b, 2005, 2007) point in the same direction 
as the hypothesis (H1). These studies show for example that the lexical approximations 
of young children (2–4 years old) of the type: 

(1) “je déshabille l’orange” 36 mois (l’enfant pèle une orange) [peler/deshabiller]
“I’m undressing the orange” 36 months (the child is peeling the orange) [peel/
undress]
(2) “maman, tu peux coller les boutons?” 36 mois (les boutons sont décousus, il 
faut les coudre) [coudre/coller]
“Mummy, can you glue on the buttons?” 36 months (the buttons are loose, they 
need to be sewn) [sew/glue]
(3) “le livre est cassé” 26 mois (le livre est déchiré) [dechirer/casser]
“the book is broken” 26 months (the book is ripped) [rip/break]
(4) “il faut la soigner la voiture” 38 mois (il faut réparer la voiture) [reparer/
soigner]
“the car needs to be treated” 38 months (the car needs repairing) [repair/treat]

not only respect the edge dense zones which render vertex communities present in the 
dictionary graphs (peler↔déshabiller (peel↔undress) are in a common edge dense 
zone; the same is true of coudre↔coller (sew↔glue); déchirer↔casser (rip↔break); 
réparer↔soigner (repair↔treat)) but, furthermore, they respect the hierarchical aspect 
of these graphs (in general, children use those words which have the highest incidence: 
d(casser) (break) =192>d(dechirer) (rip) =72; d(coller) (glue) =74>d(coudre) (sew) 
=27; the number of neighbours of the child’s word is generally higher than the number 
of neighbours of the word chosen by an adult without any pathologies for describing the 
same event, even if such is not always the case: d(deshabiller) (undress) =18=d(peler) 
(peel) =18; d(soigner) (treat) =49<d(reparer) (repair) =69. To describe the same events, 
the average incidence of children’s words is 117 whereas that of adults is 60.

Moreover, this phenomenon is found in several languages: French, Chinese, 
Portuguese, Korean, Ukrainian, as well as among patients with the first symptoms of 
Alzheimer’s, also for several language families (Chen et al, 2006; Tonietto et al. 2006).

.  Confluences in hierarchical small world networks

We would now like to present Prox (http://Prox.irit.fr), an algorithm which calculates, 
on a hierarchical small world type graph, the structural confluences between vertices, 
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which here are words, and which, as we will see in section 4, makes it possible to 
quantify the lexical semantic groupings for a given language. The important idea is 
to calculate the confluence between two vertices from the graph as a whole. This means 
that what is taken into account is not only the immediate neighbours of two vertices 
for the calculation of their confluence, but the whole graph as well. It is by applying 
this analysis method to dictionaries that we bring to light the structure of their graphs 
and “capture” their topological-semantic properties, among which one finds the prox-
emy which organizes the hyperonomy, the intra-domain cohyponymy, and the inter-
domain cohyponymy within a continuum by quantifying the semantic groupings of 
lexical units.

.1   Proxemy for confluence calculation

Notation: 

If U is a line vector with dimension n, we will note [U]i: the ith value of U;
If M is a n×m matrix, then we will note for any i, k such that 1≤i≤n and 1≤k≤m: 
[M]i k: the variable situated at the intersection of the ith line and the kth column 
of M;
[M]i • : the ith line vector of M;
[M] • k: the kth column vector of M.

Assume that we have a connected, symmetrical and reflexive graph, G=(V,E) with  
n=|V| vertices and m=|E| edges, and that on this graph a particle may at any time t∈   
move around from vertex to vertex in a random fashion: 

At instant t the particle is on a vertex r∈V.
When the particle is on a vertex u∈V at instant t, it can only reach, at instant 

t+1, the vertices s∈V such that {u,s}∈E (meaning one of the neighbours of the vertex u).  
The particle moves from vertex to vertex at each instant by using the graph edges. 
Furthermore, we suppose that for every vertex u∈V, each of the edges incident to  
u is equiprobable.

Let Â be the transition matrix at one step in the Markov chain corresponding to 
the random walk around the graph. This means that at each step, the probability of a 
transition from the vertex r∈V to the vertex s∈V is equal to [Â]r s =[A]r s/d(r) (where A 
is the adjacency matrix18 of the graph G and d(r) the incidence degree19 of the vertex r).

1.  The adjacency matrix A of a Graph with n vertices G=(V,E) is the squared matrix n×n such 
that for every r,s∈V, [A]r,s=1 if (r,s)∈E and [A]r,s=0 if (r,s)∉E.

1.  Since we hypothesized that the graph is reflexive, then for every vertex r∈V, its incidence 
degree d(r)≠0 (in effect, reflexivity implies that every vertex is its own neighbour, which means 
that for every vertex r∈V then {r,r}∈E: whence d(r)≥1).
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If the initial law of the Markov chain is given by the line vector P (which means 
that [P]r is the probability that the particle be on the vertex r at instant t = 0) then [PÂt]s  
is the probability that the particle be on the vertex s at instant t.

Let F ⊆ V be a nonempty set of k vertices. Let us note PF the vector of dimension 
n such that: [PF]r =1/|F| if r∈F, and [PF]r =0 if r∈F. If the initial law of the Markov chain 
is given by the vector PF, then this corresponds to a random walk, beginning on one of 
the vertices of F, all equiprobable. Then [(PF)Ât]s is the probability that the particle be 
on vertex s at instant t when the particle begins the random walk equiprobably on one 
of the vertices of F at t=0. One notes that [(P{r})Ât]s =[Â]r s which is therefore the prob-
ability that the particle be on vertex s at instant t when the particle begins the random 
walk on vertex r at instant t=0.

One proves20 that if G=(V,E) is a connected and reflexive graph, then: 

∀r,s,u∈V, limt→∞ [Ât]r s = limt→∞ [Ât]u s= 
∑ ∈V

d(s)
x {d(x)}

 (1)

This means that the probability for a particle, after a sufficiently long time t to be on 
vertex s does not depend on the initial vertex r or u, but only on vertex s, and is equal 
to d(s) /∑x∈V{d(x)}. However, two types of topological configurations can oppose the 
two vertices r and u in their relationships with vertex s.

Configuration 1. the vertices r and s can be linked by a large number of short paths  
(r and s are strongly linked; there is strong confluence of paths from r to s);

Configuration 2. the vertices u and s can be linked by only a few short paths (u and s 
are weakly linked: no confluence from u to s).

If formula (1) expresses that the probability for a particle, after a sufficiently long 
time t to be on vertex s does not depend on the initial vertex r or u, on the contrary, the 
dynamics towards this limit highly depends on the initial vertex and the type of conflu-
ence it entertains with vertex s. This means that the sequences ([Ât]r s)0≤ t and ([Ât]u s)0≤ t  
are not identical even though they converge towards the same limit d(s)/∑x∈V{d(x)}. 
Indeed, the trajectory dynamics of the particle in its random walk is entirely ruled by 
the topological structure of the graph: after t steps, every vertex s at a distance of t edges 
or fewer from the initial vertex can be reached. The probability of reaching vertex s at 
the tth step depends on the number of paths between the initial vertex and vertex s, on 
their lengths and on the structure of the graph around the intermediary vertices along 
the paths (the more paths there are, the shorter the paths, and the weaker the degree of 
the intermediary vertices, then the probability of reaching s from the initial vertex at the 

.  This is a consequence of the Perron Froebenius theorem (Bermann & Plemons 1994) 
because when the graph G=(V,E) is reflexive and strongly connected, the transition matrix Â of 
the Markov chain associated to the random walk on graph G is then ergodic (Gaume 2004) (here 
the strong connectivity and reflexivity are necessary to prove the ergodicity).
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tth step is higher when t remains small). Thus there is a stronger confluence of the paths 
from vertices r towards s than from u towards s, whereas for a random walk with a suf-
ficiently short t length, one finds [Ât]r s>[Ât]u s. At the beginning of its random walk from 
the initial vertex, the particle has a higher probability of passing by those vertices with 
which the initial vertex entertains a high confluence relationship. For example, in Dico-
SynVerbe, the vertices dpiauter (to skin) and rvasser (to daydream) have the same 
number of neighbours (d(dpiauter)=d(rvasser)), and therefore, following (1),

limt→∞[Ât]
deshabiller depiauter

 = limt→∞[Ât]
deshabiller revasser =6.3×10–5.

limt→∞[Ât]undress skin = limt→∞[Ât]undress daydream =6.3×10–5

One can see however in Fig. 7 that the two sequences ([Ât]
dshabiller dpiauter

)0≤t and ([Ât]

dshabiller rvasser
)0≤t, are very different for a small t, which shows that the confluence 

from undress towards skin is stronger than that from undress towards daydream.
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Figure 7. a. ([Ât]
deshabiller depiauter

)0≤t and b. ([Ât]
deshabiller revasser

)0≤t in DicoSynVerbe.

Since L, the average length of the shortest paths, is small in a hierarchical small world, 
we know that two vertices are generally linked by at least one relatively short path. 
Thus we will choose t between L and 2L in order to generally reach almost all vertices 
from any given initial vertex, without however attaining the stationary probability of 
the Markov chain when t becomes too large.

.   Prox for disambiguating homonymy in dictionaries

In order to better perceive how Prox works, we will give here, as an example, a simple 
application for disambiguating homonyms in dictionaries.

In section 2.2 we did not mention a problem which is nonetheless fundamental in 
automatic language processing: disambiguation (Ide et al. 1998; Victorri & Fuchs 1996).

For example, in Le Grand Robert French dictionary, there are two distinct 
entries for the verb causer. 
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CAUSER_1 “être la cause de. – Amener, apporter, attirer, déclencher, entraîner, faire, 
motiver, occasionner, produire, provoquer, susciter. Causer un dommage. Causer du 
scandale. L’orage a causé de graves dommages aux récoltes …”
“be the cause of. – Convey, bring, attract, set off, cause, do, motivate, occasion, 
produce, induce, provoke. Cause damage. Cause a scandal. The storm caused heavy 
damage to the harvest …”

CAUSER_2 “S’entretenir familièrement avec qqn. – Parler, converser, confabuler (vx), 
deviser, discuter. Nous causons ensemble. Causer avec qqn”
“Have an informal conversation with someone. – Talk, converse, confabulate (archaic), 
devise, discuss. We’re chatting together. Chat with someone …”

Thus, even if a French speaker naturally knows that in the definition of bavarder (gab): 

BAVARDER “Parler beaucoup, longtemps ou parler ensemble de choses superficielles. 
– Parler; babiller, bavasser (fam.), cailleter, caqueter, causer, discourir, discuter, jaboter, 
jacasser, jaser, jaspiner (argot), lantiponner (vx), papoter, potiner. Bavarder avec qqn …”
“Talk a lot, for a long time or converse on superficial matters. – Speak; babble, blather 
on (colloquial), cackle, chat, discourse, discuss, gab, gabber, chatter, gossip. Gab with 
someone …”

the verb causer refers to causer_2 (chat), our procedure for constructing graphs 
(see section 2.2) cannot on its own disambiguate them. Thus, the procedure consists 
in creating a fictitious vertex causer (which is not a dictionary entry since one only 
finds causer_1 (cause) and causer_2 (chat)) and to then add two vertices {causer, 
causer_1} and {causer, causer_2}. When causer is found in the definition of a 
word such as bavarder (gab), then the vertex {bavarder, causer} is added.









_2

_1

  (fictitious vertex)

Figure 8. Causer fictitious vertex.

bavarder: “gab”; parler: “speak”; discuter: “discuss”; causer 1: “cause”; causer 2: 
“chat”; provoquer: “induce”; susciter: “provoke”.

In Fig. 8 there are of course many edges and vertices that have been left out of our 
schema for reasons of legibility. The dotted edges {discuter, causer_2}, {parler, 
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causer_2} (discuss, chat), (speak, chat) are due to the fact that discuter (discuss) 
and parler (speak) are in the definition of causer_2 (chat), just as the edges {provo-

quer, causer_1} (induce, cause) and {susciter, causer_1} (provoke, cause), are in 
the definition of causer_1 (cause).

We then apply Prox to the graph to obtain a matrix [Ât] as defined above  
(section 3.1).

Table 2. For t=3

[Â3] bavarder parler discuter causer causer_1 causer_ provoquer susciter

bavarder 0.325 0.165 0.165 0.189 0.025 0.075 0.025 0.025
parler 0.124 0.353 0.154 0.174 0.023 0.124 0.023 0.023
discuter 0.124 0.154 0.353 0.174 0.023 0.124 0.023 0.023
causer 0.081 0.099 0.099 0.379 0.086 0.081 0.086 0.086
causer_1 0.025 0.030 0.030 0.201 0.351 0.025 0.166 0.166
causer_ 0.075 0.165 0.165 0.189 0.025 0.325 0.025 0.025
provoquer 0.025 0.030 0.030 0.201 0.166 0.025 0.351 0.166
susciter 0.025 0.030 0.030 0.201 0.166 0.025 0.166 0.351

bavarder: “gab”; parler: “speak”; discuter: “discuss”; causer 1: “cause”; causer 2: 
“chat”; provoquer: “induce”; susciter: “provoke”.

In Table 2, one observes that: 
[Â3]

bavarder,causer_1(gab,cause)=0.025<[Â3]
bavarder,causer_2(gab,chat)=0.075, which is as 

expected since the confluence of bavarder (gab) towards causer_2 (chat) is stronger 
than from bavarder (gab) towards causer_1 (cause), which is what makes it possible 
to disambiguate the two: assuming that a verb has k homonyms, there will therefore 
be vertices S, S1, S2, … Sk in the graph where S is the fictitious vertex. If there is an 
edge {R,S}, it will therefore be replaced by the edge {R,Si} where Si is such that [Â3]

R, Si=MAX0<z≤k{[Â3]R, Sz}. One then deletes all the fictitious vertices from the graph in 
order to obtain a disambiguated graph as in Figure 9: 
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Figure 9. Disambiguated graph.

discuter: “discuss”; parler: “speak”; bavarder: “gab”; causer 2: “chat”; provoquer: 
“induce”; susciter: “provoke”: causer 1: “cause”.
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One then reapplies Prox, but to the disambiguated graph. Illustration: a list of the 100 
vertices showing the strongest confluences with the verb corcer (to bark) (from the 
highest ranking: strong confluence with corcer (to bark) – to the lowest ranking: weak-
est confluence with corcer (to bark) –) calculated by Prox for t = 3 on DicoSynVerbe.

1 � (to bark), 2 � (strip), 3 � (peel), 4 � (mow, shear),
5  (remove), 6  (peel, pare), 7  (shave), 8  (divest),
9 � (decorticate), 10  (slit the throat of), 11  (skin),
12  (husk), 13  (steal), 14  (prune), 15  (grate), 16 

(pluck), 17  (scrape), 18  (remove), 19  (bone), 20 

(dispossess), 21  (cut), 22  (shear sloppily), 23� (incise),
24 � (tap), 25 � (remove first layer of cork), 26� (ring),
27  (evict), 28  (curry), 29  (strangle), 30  (purify),
31  (blanch), 32  (scale), 33  (prune, lop), 34 

(remove tangles), 35  (clip, trim), 36  (sift), 37  (slash),
38  (despoil), 39  (sever), 40  (scrutinize), 41  (scar),
42  (salt), 43  (bleed), 44 ’ (pluck one’s self), 45  (revoke),
46  (ruin), 47  (turn over), 48  (withdraw), 49 

(ransom), 50  (reason), 51  (leave), 52  (deprive), 53  (loot),
54  (lose), 55  (open), 56  (clean), 57  (hull), 58 

(brand), 59  (read), 60  (isolate), 61  (swindle), 62  (shoot),
63  (frustrate), 64  (search), 65  (cheat), 66 

(tack, baste), 67  (),   (expropriate), 69  (examine),
70  (stamp), 71  (swindle), 72  (open, broach), 73 

(),   (thin out leaves), 75  (undress), 76  (develop),
77  (devastate), 78  (burglarize), 79  (),

  (rob), 81  (disinherit), 82  (undress),
83  (remove the envelope of), 84  (disencumber),
85  (disadvantage), 86  (steal), 87  (render destitute),
88  (skin), 89  (skin), 90  (deprive), 91  (denude),
92  (deprive), 93  (demonetize), 94  (empty), 95 

(clear), 96  (thin the leaves of), 97  (undo), 98  (decerebrate),
99  (depose), 100  (expose/remove shoes),

Figure 10. Proxemy of corcer (to bark) from DicoSynVerbe at t = 3.

In DicoSynVerbe the vertex  corcer (bark) has 8 synonyms: {baguer, dcortiquer, 

dmascler, dpouiller, gemmer, inciser, peler, tondre} (ring, decorticate, 
remove first layer of cork, strip, tap, incise, peel, mow/shear). In Figure 10, the number 
preceding each verb gives its rank according to its proxemy with corcer (to bark) 
and the neighbours of corcer (to bark) are preceded by an arrow →. One sees that 
after corcer (to bark) itself, dpouiller (to strip) which appears at the top of the list 
(being the one that entertains the strongest confluence with corcer (to bark) accord-
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ing to Prox) is a hyperonym of the verb corcer (to bark). The proxemy calculated by 
the Prox algorithm thus organizes, within a continuum, the notions of intra-domain 
cohyponymy (through the vertices which are the most “Prox”) and of inter-domain 
cohyponymy (through the vertices which are a little less “Prox”), (Duvignau & Gaume 
2004b). The introduction of the notion of proxemy makes it possible to highlight the 
meaning shift that takes place between a word in a quasi-synonymous relation (intra-
domain cohyponyms) towards a word in a metaphorical relation (inter-domain cohy-
ponyms) the more the proxemy to the reference term diminishes.

.   Confluence and semantic associations

The polysemy of lexical units is a universal phenomenon in all natural languages 
which is difficult to grasp from a cognitive point of view (how relevant meanings are 
accessed), in the domain of automatic language processing (how to disambiguate in 
cotexts), and in semantics (how the different meanings of a given term are organized 
on the level of the linguistic system). This last point leads to the question of the pos-
sible existence of universals of semantic groupings (also called semantic parallelisms, 
semantic derivation or semantic associations). For example, in her work From Ety-
mology to Pragmatics. Metaphorical and Cultural Aspects of Semantic Structure, Eve 
Sweetser (1990: 21) brought to light the strong links between the lexicon of physical 
perception and that of knowledge in Indo-European languages: “Deep and pervasive 
metaphorical connections link our vocabulary of physical perception and our vocabu-
lary of intellect and knowledge”.

In French, for example (and English), this lexical link between physical percep-
tions and knowledge is common practice. To illustrate, below are six text extracts from 
the World Wide Web where the verbs sentir (feel/smell), entendre (hear), voir 
(see) can easily be replaced in their contexts by the verbs comprendre (understand) 
or savoir (know) all the while keeping the main meaning of each of the sentences.

 (5)  http://www.modia.org/etapes-vie/jeunes/teamim.html: “-faire les pauses en 
conséquence lors de la lecture, -sentir ce que devient le sens de la phrase avec ces 
pauses diverses, -réfléchir au sens que cela donne à la phrase,”

   (“-pause accordingly while reading, -feel what the meaning of the sentence 
becomes with the different pauses, -reflect upon the meaning this gives to the 
sentence,”)

 (6)  http://www.leseditionsdeminuit.fr/titres/2002/nepastoucher.htm: “… des textes 
capables d’extirper et faire sentir le sens profond du temps que nous vivons.”

   (“… texts capable of extracting and making one feel the deep meaning of the 
times we live in.”)
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 (7)  http://globetrotter.berkeley.edu/people/Karekezi/karekezi-con.f2.html: “Je vou-
lais voir ce que ça veut dire. Je voulais voir ce qu’une femme rwandaise, juriste, 
pouvait apporter à Clémentine et aux autres. Parce qu’elle n’était pas une  
exception. Je voulais voir.”

   (I wanted to see what it meant. I wanted to see what a Rwandese woman, a 
jurist, could give Clémentine and the others. Because she wasn’t an exception. I 
wanted to see.”)

 (8)  http://forum.decroissance.info/viewtopic.php?t=882&: “Radicaliser son  
propos en proposant le pire n’a qu’une finalité rhétorique pour faire voir le sens  
du capitalisme.”

   (“To harden one’s discourse by proposing the worst has only rhetorical finality 
to make people see the meaning of capitalism.”)

 (9)  http://www.stopsuicide.ch/5/marches/texte%207.pdf: “Puissions-nous entendre 
ce que l’Autre si près de nous ne peut pas dire.”

  (“May we hear what the Other, so close to us, cannot say.”)

 (10)  http://www.theatreodeon.fr/fichiers/t_downloads/file_70_dp_10.
pdf#search=%22%22entendre%20le%20s ens%22%20le%20petit%20prince%22: 
“en nous faisant entendre le sens de certaines paroles …”

  (“By making us hear the meaning of certain words …”)

These semantic groupings in French between physical perception and knowledge are 
also measurable in French language dictionary graphs. Figure 11 below illustrates the 
list of the 100 vertices with the strongest confluence relationships with the verb savoir 
(know) (from the highest ranking: the strongest confluence with savoir (know) – to 
the lowest ranking: the weakest confluence with savoir (know) –) calculated by Prox 
at t=3 on DicoSynVerbe.

In DicoSynVerbe the vertex savoir (know) has 13 synonyms, the neighbours of 
savoir are preceded by an arrow → and the number that precedes each verb is its rank 
according to its proxemy with savoir (know).

In Figure 11, if a verb Y1 is ranked kth, and another verb Y2 is ranked k+1th, it is 
because [Â3]SAVOIR Y1 ≥ [Â3]SAVOIR Y2, meaning that when the particle begins its ran-
dom walk along the edges of the DicoSynVerbe graph at instant t=0 on the vertex 
savoir (know), the probability that a particle be at instant t=3 on the vertex Y1 is 
greater than or equal to the probability that it be on vertex Y2 at instant t=3 (meaning 
that the confluence from savoir (know) towards Y1 is greater than or equal to the 
confluence from savoir (know) towards Y2).

One may note that the verbs voir (see), sentir (feel) and entendre (hear) 
are ranked respectively 8th, 23rd and 25th, which is very high considering that the 
DicoSynVerbe has 9,043 verbs (these three verbs are paradigmatically ranked Top_3_
per_1000 for the verb savoir (know)). This tells us that in DicoSynVerbe there is a 
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strong confluence from savoir (know) towards voir (see), sentir (feel) and enten-

dre (hear), even despite the fact that sentir (feel) and entendre (hear) are not 
directly connected to savoir (know).

If we now consider the matrix Â3 as the 9043x9043 matrix of the coordinates of 
the 9,043 line vectors ([Â3]x •)x∈V in 9043, this perspective allows us to embed the 
graph G=(V,E) into 9043, where a given vertex r∈V has as coordinates in 9043 the line 
vector [Â3]r•.

The idea is that two vertices r and s with the coordinates [Â3]r • and [Â3]s • in 9043, will 
be all that much closer in 9043 if their relationships to the graph as a whole are similar.

Figure 11. Proxemy of savoir (know) from DicoSynVerbe at t=3.

1 → (know), 2 → (know), 3 →   (be informed of),
4 →   (be aware of), 5 → (be able to), 6 →  (be informed),
7 →   (be aware of), 8 → (see), 9 → (learn), 10 →

(understand), 11 → (imagine), 12 → (possess), 13 →’ (expect),
14 →  (be attentive to), 15  (think), 16  (perceive),
17  (judge), 18  (conceive), 19  (believe), 20  (penetrate),
21  (consider), 22   (be apt), 23  (feel), 24  (take),
25  (hear), 26  (perceive), 27  (guess), 28    

(be able to), 29    (be capable of), 30  (appreciate),
31 ’ (notice), 32    (have permission to), 33   (�gure),
34  (get a glimpse of), 35   (be expert at), 36 ’ (take care of),
37  (discern), 38  (estimate), 39  (embrace), 40 

(see, notice), 41  (feel), 42  (grasp), 43   (be good at),
44     (be able to), 45     (be in the process of), 46 

(foresee), 47  (count), 48   (be knowledgeable), 49  

(be competent), 50  (wait), 51  (foresee), 52  (recognize),
53  (practice), 54   (be good at), 55  (discover), 56 

(hope), 57  (experiment), 58    (be practiced at),
59  ’ (have the use of), 60  (make known), 61  (undergo),
62 ’ (imagine), 63   (have knowledge of), 64  

(worry about), 65  (feel), 66   (imagine), 67  (notice),
68    (be able to), 69  (�nd), 70  (seize), 71 

(endure), 72     (be able to), 73    (have the right to),
74    (have permission to), 75  (bear), 76  (have),
77    (be made for), 78     (be in a situation to),
79     (have the possibility of), 80  (look at), 81 

(presume), 82  (wonder), 83   (remember), 84   (expect),
85    (have the choice), 86    (have the latitude), 87  

(take a�er), 88  (count on), 89  (note), 90  (suppose), 91  

  (be in a state to), 92  (suspect), 93  (look for), 94  

(see something coming), 95   (be careful of), 96   

(be susceptible of), 97 ’ (persevere), 98   (pay attention),
99  (conjecture), 100  (examine), …
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If one then projects the matrix Â3 in  3 by the technique of Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) and if one sees what happens around the vertex savoir (know), we 
obtain the form illustrated in Figure 12, where one well perceives21 that the verbs voir 
(see), sentir (feel) and entendre (hear) are very close to the verb savoir (know) 
because numerous very short paths link the verb savoir (know) to these three verbs 
(the entire French lexicon is available at http://Prox.irit.fr).
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Figure 12. Around savoir (know) in DicoSynVerbe at t=3 (accessible at: http://Prox.irit.fr).

In the same manner, Figure 13 below illustrates the list of the 100 vertices with the 
strongest confluence relations with the verb comprendre (understand) (from the high-
est ranked: strong confluence with comprendre (understand) – to the lowest ranked: 
weakest confluence with comprendre (understand) –) calculated by Prox at t=3  
for DicoSynVerbe. One notes that the verbs voir (see), sentir (feel) and entendre  
(hear) are ranked respectively 3rd, 12th and 19th, which is very high given the 9,043 

1.  This principle of the perception of the topological-semantic structures is accessible at 
http://Prox.irit.fr and is formally described in Gaume (2006) and Gaume & Mathieu (2006) with 
several applications for cognitive psychology: language acquisition and pathologies (Duvignau 
et al. 2007; Duvignau et al. 2004; Duvignau & Gaume 2004b) and the ergonomics of information 
access interfaces: dictionaries and the World Wide Web (Gaume & Duvignau 2004).
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verbs present in DicoSynVerbe (these 3 verbs are in the paradigmatic Top_3_per_1000 
of the verb comprendre (understand). If one looks at what takes place around the 
vertex comprendre (understand), we obtain the form illustrated in Figure 14 where 
one well perceives that the verbs voir (see), sentir (feel) and entendre (hear) are 
very close to the verb comprendre (understand) because numerous very short paths 
link comprendre (understand) to these three verbs.

1 → (understand), 2 → (know), 3 → (see), 4 →

(discover), 5 → (grasp), 6 → (penetrate), 7 → (guess), 8 →

(take), 9 →  (attain to), 10 → (enclose), 11 → (close in),
12 → (feel), 13 → (decipher), 14 → (glimpse), 15 →

(�nd), 16 → (embrace), 17 → (count), 18 → (consist),
19 → (hear), 20 → (contain), 21 → (imagine), 22 →

(reveal), 23 → (notice), 24 → (pierce), 25 → (notice),
26 → (conceive), 27 →  (compose one’s self), 28  (read),
29 → (contain), 30 → (admit), 31 → (know), 32 →

(surround),  33 → (learn), 34 → (include), 35 → (shut in),
36  (perceive), 37 →’ (notice), 38 → (decode),
39 → (grasp), 40 → (envelope), 41 → (mix),
42 →’ (explain to one’s self), 43 → (unravel), 44 →

(incorporate), 45 → (interpret), 46 → (appreciate), 47 →

(tangle), 48 → (enter), 49 → (integrate), 50  (think), 51 

(judge), 52 → (glimpse), 53 → (follow), 54 → (imply), 55 →

(get), 56 → (assimilate), 57  (discern), 58 → (approve),
59  (introduce), 60 → (realize), 61  (decipher),
62 →   (realize), 63  (reunite), 64 → (translate),
65  (surround), 66 → (gather), 67 →  (make enter),
68  (distinguish), 69  (hold), 70  (join), 71 

(recognize), 72 →  (represent to one’s self), 73  (do), 74 → (bite),
75  (have a presentment), 76    (be made up of),
77    (be composed of), 78  (detect), 79  (believe),
 80  (note), 81 →   (begin), 82  (note), 83  (mark),
84  (surprise), 85  (smell something out), 86  (associate),
87  (clasp), 88  (make do), 89  (explain), 90 

(show), 91  (unite), 92  (consider), 93  (touch), 94 

(imprison), 95  (foresee), 96  (look at), 97  (feel), 98 

(observe), 99  (estimate), 100  (accept), …

Figure 13. Proxemy of comprendre (understand) at t=3 from DicoSynVerbe at t=3.

Since the works done by Viberg (1984) and then Sweetser (1990), some studies 
have been carried out on the links between perception and knowledge in various lan-
guages (for example in Australian languages, Evans & Wilkins 2000) but the question 
remains open today as to the universality of these semantic links between physical 
perception and knowledge (see Vanhove this volume).
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One may ask the same questions about other semantic associations: viande_ani-

mal (meat/animal), maison_famille (house/family), porte_bouche (door/mouth), 
enfant_fruit (child/fruit), imiter_voler (imitate/steal) …: are these associations 
symmetrical, are they universal, or, on the contrary, are they more limited geographi-
cally, genetically or culturally, and if so, which language families are they limited to? 
(see Boyeldieu this volume).

.   A typology of languages based on co-confluence  
in paradigmatic graphs

We saw in section 3.1 that applying Prox to a hierarchical small world type graph 
makes it possible to quantify confluences between vertices. We then saw in section 4  
above that when the graph is paradigmatic, then the notion of confluence allows the 
quantification of semantic associations of the type perception_knowledge for a 
given language. Our hypothesis (H1): the paradigmatic graphs of all natural languages 
are hierarchical small worlds, gives rise to the possibility of a semi-automatic and sys-
tematic research on crosslinguistic semantic associations based on their paradigmatic 
graphs. Figure 15 above illustrates this method. 
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Figure 14. Around comprendre (understand) in DicoSynVerbe at t=3.
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In Figure 15, one begins by choosing n languages that well represent language 
diversity (Altaic, Amerindian, Australian, Caucasian, Afro-Asiatic, Dravidian, Indo-
European, Niger-Congo, Sino-Tibetan languages…). Then, for each of the n languages, 
one builds a/several paradigmatic graph(s). We have already begun the graph extrac-
tion process for several languages. We started with French for practical reasons: we had 
several directly operational digitized sources at our disposal: two standard dictionaries 
(the digitized Trésor de la Langue Française, the electronic Grand Robert), 7 digitized  
synonym dictionaries (Bailly, Benac, Du Chazaud, Guizot, Lafaye, Larousse and  
Robert) and several large electronic corpuses such as for example 10 years of the daily 
newspaper Le Monde. Using the database WordNet as well as the LDOCE dictionary 
we are currently building graphs for English, and are beginning to build a graph for 
Portuguese. We are planning on building graphs for Mandarin in the near future.

It is easier to build graphs for languages already having dictionaries and/or data-
bases accessible on the World Wide Web, such as WordNet. There are however linguistic 
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databases for other “less digitized” languages, such as those used, internally for the pres-
ent, by the researchers working on the project on semantic groupings within the CNRS 
Fédération Typologie et Universaux Linguistiques (http://www.typologie.cnrs.fr).

One may wonder, however, whether all of the existing data: dictionaries, data-
bases … are relevant for our approach. Indeed, it is possible that some links be wrong 
in a dictionary or database, or that other links be missing for reflecting the exact reality 
of a language. Of course, it depends on the quality of the data in question, but experi-
ence has shown that the data established by linguists and/or lexicographers generally 
turns out to be relevant: the graphs extracted from the digitized Trésor de la Langue 
Française, the Grand Robert or the compilation of the seven synonym dictionaries 
mentioned above all agree in the confluences they show with Prox. Indeed, Prox is 
a robust method, which means that even if one changes several edges at random in a 
graph, it does not fundamentally change the results obtained. If an edge confluence 
exists in a graph’s zone, the suppression or redirection of a few edges chosen at random 
in the graph does not strongly modify the confluence. This is an effect of the relativ-
ity of the confluences between themselves which is important for Prox, and therefore, 
unless one chooses the edges of the same confluence, the suppression or random redi-
rection of edges will not profoundly affect the relativity of these confluences. It is in 
this matter that Prox is robust.

To illustrate the robustness of Prox, using DicoSynVerbe we built a graph 
DicoSynVerbe_10R by randomly redirecting 10% of the non-reflexive edges. Thus we 
began by randomly removing, in an equiprobable manner, 10% of the non-reflexive 
edges, then by randomly adding, in an equiprobable manner, the same amount of 
edges in order to obtain the DicoSynVerbe_10R graph.

Figure 16 below illustrates the list of 100 edges which entertain the strongest 
confluence relationships with the verb comprendre (understand) (from the highest 
ranked: strong confluence with comprendre (understand) – to the lowest ranked: the 
weakest confluence with comprendre (understand) –) calculated by Prox at t=3 on 
DicoSynVerbe_10R.

In DicoSynVerbe 10R the vertex comprendre (understand) has 52 neighbours, 
the neighbours of comprendre (understand) are preceded by an arrow → and the 
number that precedes each verb is its rank according to its proxemy to comprendre 
(understand) in DicoSynVerbe 10R.

One notes that in Figure 16 the verbs voir (see), sentir (feel) and entendre 
(hear) are ranked respectively 8th, 33rd and 13th which, as for Figure 13 remains very 
high considering the 9,043 verbs present in DicoSynVerbe 10R (these three verbs are 
in the Top 4 per 1000 of the verb comprendre (understand)). This indicates that 
there subsist strong confluences in DicoSynVerbe 10R from comprendre (under-
stand) towards voir (see), sentir (feel) and entendre (hear). The 10% of redirected 
edges having been chosen at random in the entire graph, this is the reason why if there 
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is an over-dense edge zone in DicoSynVerbe, then this over-dense zone subsists in  
DicoSynVerbe 10R. To make a zone over-dense in edges disappear,22 one must not 
only choose the edges at random from the entire graph, but also choose them from the 
designated zone. In the same way, even if the most experienced lexicographers some-
times omit certain relations that one would linguistically be entitled to expect, or even 
to postulate other, less justifiable, relations, this sort of “noise” thus created is nonethe-
less never concentrated in a particular zone but is spread out over all the data. And that 

.  For example, if one were to randomly remove 10% of the trees planted on earth, then the 
forests (which is to say the zones relatively over-dense in trees) would still be forests (namely 
zones relatively over-dense in trees). To make a forest disappear one would have to not only ran-
domly choose trees from the entire earth, but also choose them from the designated forest. 

Figure 16. Proxemy of comprendre (understand) from DicoSynVerbe_10R at t=3.

1 → (understand), 2 → (discover), 3 → (guess),
4 → (close in), 5 → (know), 6 → (�nd), 7 → (take),
8  (see), 9 → (penetrate), 10 → (grasp), 11 → 

(be made up of), 12 → (glimpse), 13 → (hear), 14 →

(enclose), 15 → (pierce), 16 → (notice), 17 → (consist of),
18 → (decipher), 19 → (include), 20 → (spot),
21 →  (learn), 22 → (enclose), 23 → (count), 24 →

(enclose), 25 → (become clear), 26 →  (intend),
27 → (mix), 28 →   (realize), 29 → (envelop),
30 → (tangle), 31 → (glimpse), 32 → (follow), 33  (feel),
34 → (interpret), 35 → (admit), 36 → (know),
37 → (realize), 38 → (untangle), 39 → (grasp),
40 → (enter), 41 →   (dock), 42 → (decipher), 43 →

(incorporate), 44 → (get), 45 → (assimilate), 46 → (include),
47 → (realize), 48 →  (run o�), 49 → (group together),
50  (embrace), 51 → (imply), 52 → (�ght), 53 →

(bite), 54  (perceive), 55 →   (begin), 56  (discern), 57 

(read), 58 → (translate), 59  (distinguish), 60  (judge),
61  (surprise), 62  (contain), 63  (reveal), 64  (reunite),
65  (foresee), 66  (note), 67  (detect), 68  (want),
69  (kneel), 70  (be born), 71    (be made up of),
72    (be made up of), 73  (unravel), 74  (note),
75  (do), 76  (associate), 77  (pass), 78  (hold), 79  (join),
80  (ring), 81  (imagine), 82  (decipher), 83 

(conceive), 84  (introduce), 85  (unite), 86  (smell out),
87  (touch), 88  (look at), 89  (surround), 90 

(appear), 91  (imprison), 92  (combine), 93  (encircle),
94    (intend), 95  (hide), 96  (surround), 97 

(mark), 98  (think), 99  (feel), 100  (realize), …
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is why the existing data: dictionaries, databases … are relevant for our approach with 
Prox, which is robust in the way described above.

Once all the graphs are built from the existing data (data constructed by lin-
guists and/or lexicographers, which, as we saw above, are generally relevant for our 
approach), we systematically inventory all the confluences which exceed a certain limit 
with Prox. This work is only partially automatic in that the results of the algorithms 
must of course be validated and adjusted by several native speakers for each of the 
languages studied. After validation, one obtains C which is the set of the k confluences 
detected among the set of our n languages. One may then build M the k×n matrix as 
illustrated in Figure 15 where the line i indexes the ith confluence whereas the column 
j indexes the jth language with: 

∀i, 1≤i≤k, ∀j, 1≤j≤n , [M]i,j = 1 if the ith confluence is present in the graph of the 
jth language and [M]i,j = 0 otherwise.

The number i semantic association is then universal if and only if ∀j, 1≤j≤n, [M]i,j =1.
Moreover, the n column vectors ([M]• j)1≤j≤n identify each of the n languages stud-

ied according to their confluences. The set of these n vectors can then permit a clas-
sification of languages according to their semantic confluences and these classes can be 
compared to the classical typological models, notably to semantic maps (Haspelmath 
et al. 2001; Haspelmath 2003).

.   Conclusion

To organize a cartography of all natural languages according to their semantic associa-
tions by hand, would be a gigantic task. Having a robust method capable of capturing 
and measuring the confluences present in a paradigmatic network makes it possible to 
open the barriers which are (i) constructing the data and (ii) the systematic and quan-
titative inventory of the semantic associations present in the data, because: 

1. As we saw in section 4, with Prox, one disposes of an automated tool for system-
atic searches and measurements of semantic associations (barrier ii);

2.  As we saw in section 5, one can use existing data even if it shows certain weak-
nesses as compared to linguistic reality (barrier i);

However, this perspective is subordinate to our hypothesis: 

 (H1) The paradigmatic graphs of all natural languages are hierarchical small worlds.

Indeed, on a random graph (which is not a hierarchical small world) Prox is less 
robust: for example to randomly redirect 10% of the non reflexive edges in a random 
graph can quite seriously modify the results. This is due to the fact that in a random 
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graph, even if there are zones which are slightly denser than average, these zones are 
very fragile, and it is enough to remove a few edges in a zone for the results to be signifi-
cantly different on the zone’s vertices. This means that in the case of a graph which is not 
a hierarchical small world, the omission or approximation of a few relations can imperil 
the exactness of the confluences measured. It would therefore be necessary that the data 
be without the slightest divergence from linguistic reality, and also that it be exhaustive, 
which is practically impossible, even for a sub-part of a language’s lexicon.

The first task is therefore to validate hypothesis (H1), or, if it is invalidated, one is 
faced with two classes of language: 

a. Languages whose paradigmatic graphs are hierarchical small worlds;
b. Languages whose paradigmatic graphs are not hierarchical small worlds.

But, as we saw in section 2.3, several linguistic and psycholinguistic studies show the 
usefulness and efficacy of such structures for natural languages. That the structure in 
question be a hierarchical small world may be a sine qua non condition of the lexicon 
of a natural language, for its efficiency, transmission, evolution and because of human 
cognitive constraints.

This hypothesis has important consequences for linguistics and psycholinguis-
tics, as well as for the theory of evolution. The proposition (A): most large field graphs 
resemble each other in their hierarchical small world structures and the hypothesis (H1): 
the paradigmatic graphs of all natural languages are hierarchical small worlds have as a 
consequence the proposition (B) the paradigmatic structure of the lexicons of all natural 
languages resembles the structure of most of the world’s objects.
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